Abstract: Modeling and simulation lie at the heart of the design process of any nuclear application. An accurate representation of the radiation environment ensures not only the feasibility of new technologies, but it also aids in operation, maintenance, and even decommissioning. With increasingly complex designs, high-fidelity models have become a necessity for design maturity. McCAD has been under development for many years at Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) to facilitate the process of generating suitable models for nuclear analyses. In this paper, an overview of the major advances in the new version of the code is presented. A novel conversion algorithm has proven to be robust in significantly reducing the processing time to generate radiation transport models, making it easier to iterate on design details. A first-of-a-kind capability to generate hierarchical void cells is also discussed with preliminary analysis showing performance gains for particle tracking.
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1. Introduction

Computational modeling and simulation are integral to the design phase of many scientific and engineering applications. High-fidelity models are always in demand, and the nuclear field is no exception. Nuclear applications have seen major strides in the past few years, with a large fusion project like ITER undergoing the assembly phase and many innovative fusion and fission reactor designs proposed. For all those innovative technologies, all aspects of the design, such as the radiation environment, undergo a modeling phase to achieve design maturity. This step is essential not only for effective energy production but also for ensuring radiation protection, appropriate maintenance scheduling, and potentially proper waste disposal after decommissioning.

Nuclear analysis involves creating an accurate representation of the radiation environment inside a nuclear facility by simulating the behavior of radiation, utilizing deterministic and stochastic—Monte Carlo (MC)—codes. With the high level of complexity often encountered in the design of nuclear facilities—a complex network of integrated engineering systems—MC became the method of choice. Many codes utilize the MC method, such as MCNP [1], OpenMC [2], and SERPENT [3].

Two practical routes exist to proceed from CAD to performing nuclear analysis, and a detailed benchmarking study of several codes was performed by Valentine et al. [4]. The first concerns radiation transport directly in CAD using the Direct Accelerated Geometry Monte Carlo (DAGMC) toolkit [5], which has been successfully integrated into MCNP and other MC codes [6]. The other route is through an intermediary step, in which a
converter translates the model from the boundary representation (BRep) CAD method to the native input representation of MC codes, constructive solid geometry (CSG). The latter is manually prohibitive for complex geometries. As a result, automatic conversion tools have been under development for several years, such as McCAD [7,8] and SuperMC [9], to facilitate the development of higher fidelity models. Both routes have demonstrated capabilities in radiation transport of complex nuclear facilities. Recently, a third route emerged that uses a hybrid modeling approach: global CSG models with embedded unstructured mesh (UM) and stereolithography (STL) [10] formatted components in MCNP and SERPENT [4], respectively.

This paper highlights the recent advancements in McCAD, as the code has gone through an evolution of its structure and functionalities. Section 2 introduces the new code structure. In Sections 3 and 4, the foundations of the CAD-to-CSG conversion as well as the improvements of the core algorithms are discussed in detail. Finally, Sections 5 and 6 provide future outlook and conclusions, respectively. For clarity, CAD and BRep are used interchangeably in this paper. The same applies to CSG and MC.

2. Code Philosophy and Structure

The open-source, licensed under GNU Lesser General Public License v2.1 (LGPL-2.1), automatic CAD-to-CSG conversion code McCAD has been under development at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) for several years. The original version of the code [11] is integrated with the Salome [12] platform version 7.4.0 to provide a user interface for CAD manipulations and material assignment, as well as coupling with Salome features for mesh generation. Since then, efforts have been directed toward improving the core algorithm [7,13] and integrating the code with FreeCAD [14].

In 2019, McCAD development took on a new path and philosophy: advancing the core algorithms and reducing third-party dependencies. Although coupling the code with CAD software provides the advantage of a built-in interface for CAD manipulations, in most cases, the CAD software used by the user is different than the one McCAD is integrated with. Also, this discrepancy makes McCAD susceptible to a major drawback, that is, the need to keep up with the updates in the CAD interfaces. On the other hand, McCAD lacked centralization of methods in the core algorithm, and support for new use cases and surface types was missing. All of these considerations incentivized exploring a new path for code development.

The new version of the code, and the subject of this paper—McCAD v1.0 [15,16]—continues to be open source for the conversion of CAD solid models to CSG. McCAD is a C++ library that utilizes the open-source 3D geometry library Open CASCADE Technology (OCCT) [17] as its geometry engine, which is used for CAD solid processing and manipulation. Also, McCAD utilizes a few header files from Boost C++ Libraries [18] for parallel processing. Since McCAD doesn’t have a GUI for geometry manipulations, to provide a user interface, a Python interface script was developed for SpaceClaim [19], to enable users to run McCAD on selected solid(s) from SpaceClaim GUI. McCAD uses CMake build systems, and the executable can be run via a command line on both Windows and Linux OSs. Currently, the code only supports CAD to MCNP conversion, but it is seen that in the near future support for other MC codes will be added.

McCAD v1.0 builds upon the implemented improvements in v0.5 described in Lu et al. [7]. However, major improvements have been implemented. A new code structure has been developed that makes use of modularity and centralization of the methods, both of which ensure easier maintainability and higher re-usability. This was mainly achieved through employing object-oriented programming and focusing on a single/limited responsibility of the different methods. The new version implemented a novel robust and adaptive core conversion algorithm. The aforementioned advances are discussed in detail in Sections 3 and 4.
3. McCAD Decomposition Algorithm

MC codes rely on a variety of native input formats to represent a model geometry. In MCNP, the textual input defines complex geometrical formations as the resultant of Boolean operations involving 1st, 2nd, and 4th—only a torus—degree surfaces. A “cell” in MCNP is defined through the Boolean union and intersection operations among the boundary surfaces of a spatial region. A cell is then a representation of part of the CAD model, the interior of which can be assigned the corresponding material properties. Because all regions in the problem domain must belong to well-defined cells with assigned properties, those not filled with materials must be represented as voided cells. Radiation particles are then tracked in the problem domain as they traverse the different cells and interact with the materials within. The description of geometry in terms of cells and surfaces quickly becomes both time-consuming and error-prone once input models increase in complexity. For advanced, complex nuclear facilities, this option is typically impractical. Automatic CAD-to-CSG conversion tools have been under development to tackle this issue.

In CAD-to-CSG conversion, the task of developing a radiation transport model suitable for nuclear analyses is reduced to a representation of the original CAD model in terms of cells with assigned material properties. The first step of that process involves the decomposition of complex shapes/formations into their constituent subsolids with first and second degree bounding surfaces. The second step involves generating the CSG representation of the void regions in the problem domain, assigning material properties to all cells, and writing the MCNP input. Figure 1 shows a generalized CAD-to-CSG workflow of an arbitrary solid in McCAD. In this paper, decomposition, the most intensive process, refers to all the steps enclosed by the red border line, whereas the last step, shown in the lower left corner of the figure, is referred to as conversion.

![Figure 1. CAD-to-CSG conversion workflow.](image)

3.1. Space-Based Decomposition

The decomposition algorithm of McCAD uses a space-based approach to recursively reduce complex solids into their constituent convex subsolids. A schematic of the decomposition of an arbitrary solid is shown in Figure 2. The approach involves the selection of a splitting surface, highlighted in orange, to create two subspaces, one on both sides of the broken vertical line under each split solid. In turn, each subspace contains one or more subsolids that are recursively decomposed. The decomposition process forms a tree-like structure with its root at the parent solid. An interior node in the tree represents a subsolid, and a leaf node contains a convex subsolid, highlighted in blue, at which stage the decomposition process ceases. The process continues until all branches reach leaf nodes or until a user-controlled maximum tree depth is reached. If the maximum depth is
reached while some subsolids still have candidate split surfaces, then the root solid will be tagged as rejected and will be saved to a STEP file with other rejected solids. Saving rejected solids to a STEP file is a new feature added in McCAD v1.0, which is essential so that a user can simplify the rejected solid and proceed with the conversion process. The decomposition process utilizes parallel processing from the Boost C++ libraries to initiate the decomposition on several input solids. For each solid being decomposed, the process propagates depth first along the branch until cessation of the decomposition, at which point McCAD starts working on the nearest subsolid up the tree from where it branched out.

Figure 2. Part of a decomposition tree of an arbitrary solid.

3.2. Detection of Splitting Surfaces

Starting with a sweep over all boundary surfaces of a solid, specialized objects are created for each surface to store its attributes. Those attributes include the OCCT face object and the mesh triangles of the surface, among others. The latter utilizes OCCT functions to create the surface triangulation—a set of triangles representing the surface—based on a user-controlled mesh refinement parameter. Detection of splitting surfaces involves recursively checking for possible collisions between surface pairs by utilizing the triangulation. The triangle collision detection method, first introduced in McCAD v0.5 [7], reduces the collision detection process into a check over the relative positioning of the triangle vertices by utilizing a sense evaluator. A mesh triangle is said to collide with a surface if its vertices are on either side of the surface, given a user-controlled distance tolerance. A surface is said to intersect with another surface if a subset of its mesh triangles either directly collide or are on either side of the other surface. A surface is flagged as a candidate split surface if it intersects with other boundary surfaces or if boundary surfaces are on either side of it. In McCAD v1.0, collision detection has been improved by employing oriented bounding boxes (OBB). Prior to vertices-surface relational calculations, OCCT functions are utilized to judge whether the OBBs of both the surface and the mesh triangle in question intersect. This then eliminates the need to recursively perform the vertices–surface checking for non-intersection cases.

3.3. Assisting Splitting Surfaces

McCAD utilizes only planar surfaces to perform decomposition of solids. The top row of Figure 3 shows two modes of decomposition, B and C, of an arbitrary solid, A, with a cylindrical–planar surfaces interface. In case A, the solid has no concave edges and, as a result, would not be identified by McCAD as having any candidate split surfaces. However, in MCNP, the cylindrical surface definition would result in a complete cylinder, not a half cylinder—as would be needed to define a cell representing the solid. That would be in tune with mode C of decomposition. However, this approach results in the creation of sharp
edges/corners, a feature that has proven to be problematic for particle tracking in MCNP, as it results in lost particles.

Methods have been implemented to deal with such cases as A, D, and F in Figure 3. The methods identify the planar–curved surfaces common edges and call on specialized classes to create auxiliary planar surface(s), which are then used to decompose the solid, as demonstrated in modes B, E, and G in Figure 3. In McCAD v0.5 [7] the assisting surface functions were further improved; this was achieved by limiting the usage of a single assisting surface to curvatures \( \geq 90^\circ \), cases B and G, while using two surfaces through the main axis for curvatures \( < 90^\circ \), case E, to avoid the creation of thin slices. In McCAD v1.0, those methods have been expanded with more interface cases to generate assisting surfaces through planar and curved edges—parabolic, hyperbolic, and circular—for combinations of planar, cylindrical, toroidal, and conical surfaces.

Figure 3. Decomposition using assisting surfaces (difference in colors signify disjoint solids).

The improved algorithm has a demonstrated benefit in splitting elbows from straight pipe sections. Moreover, in McCAD v1.0, a new method has been introduced to simplify non-basis aligned toroidal elbows as cylindrical segments through user-controlled segmentation parameters. Figure 4 shows a pipe with two elbows, case A, with the elbows split from the straight sections, case B, and then simplified as cylindrical segments, case C. This is essential to maintain the overall configuration of pipes in models with tight tolerances.

Figure 4. Pipe decomposition in McCAD (difference in colors signify disjoint solids).

3.4. Sorting Splitting Surfaces

The tree formation process described in Section 3.1 is an optimization problem unto itself: selecting the optimum tree structure from the space of all possible tree structures. At each node of the tree, the number of potential branches is equal to the number of splitting surfaces. Metadata are collected during the collision detection and assisting surface generation steps by tallying the number of instances of surface intersections as well as their types. The surfaces are then judged to exclude non-splitting surfaces, after which a final check is performed where all similar surfaces are merged, and an assigned tag indicates the number of repetitions. The candidate splitting surfaces are then rank-ordered based on decomposition optimization heuristics that mainly aim to reduce fragmentation. Considering all the candidate splitting surfaces at a node, a surface will take precedence if, compared to others, it

- goes through the largest number of concave edges,
- intersects with the least number of 1st degree surfaces,
- intersects with the least number of 2nd degree surfaces,
• is a repeated surface,
• is an assisting surface, and
• has edge loops.

A concave edge is defined as one that is shared between two surfaces with an angle less than 180° between surfaces normals. A surface that intersects with the largest number of concave edges will potentially reduce the subsequent number of decompositions. Then, the algorithm attempts to minimize cutting through other surfaces. A split surface with a large number of repetitions would potentially reduce the subsequent number of decompositions.

4. McCAD Conversion Algorithm

One of the major advances in McCAD v1.0 concerns the conversion algorithm. The conversion algorithm from McCAD v0.5 has been completely replaced by a novel one that makes use of the new code structure and proven, through testing, to be more robust. Although McCAD v1.0 maintained the polymorphism of geometrical entities—through dedicated classes for different solids and surfaces by type—it also expanded it through the creation of a “compound solid” class. A compound is defined in McCAD v1.0 as the original input solid to be decomposed and later converted into CSG format. This class holds the original solid details, such as its name and other geometrical properties. As the solid progresses through decomposition and conversion processes, the attributes are updated—such as the boundary surfaces, and subsolids objects. This opened the door for new capabilities in conversion. McCAD now offers the user control over the solid representation; separate cells can represent each subsolid or a single cell can represent the union of all the subsolids. McCAD also generates supplementary files for volume validation. A new void cell manager allowed for additional features in void generation, discussed in detail in Sections 4.1 and 4.2.

4.1. Domain Decomposition: Conformal Void Cells

When converting CAD solids to CSG, all space not belonging to material cells must be contained within voided cells. This ensures that all regions in the problem domain belong to well defined cells with known properties for particle tracking in radiation transport. McCAD conversion algorithm can perform automatic void generation, through a user-controlled on/off input switch. Another aspect of the void cells is the complexity/length of their expression in MCNP input. Since a void cell can be thought of as the Boolean complement of all the material cells contained within, the larger the number of cells, and in turn surfaces, the longer the void cell expression. This can have detrimental effects on the radiation transport time. As a result, McCAD v1.0 introduced two user-controlled input parameters to control both the size of and the number of solids contained within a void cell. This addition gives the user more control over the number of generated void cells as well as the complexity of their expressions.

A major improvement of the new conversion algorithm is seen in the processing time and computer memory utilization for void generation. The improvement can be divided into two main processes: splitting of void cells and detection of solids and void cells intersection. When performing domain decomposition to define the void cells, McCAD starts with all solids inside a single void cell, representing the axis-aligned bounding box (AABB) for the entire CAD model. Then, based on the size of the model, number of solids, and user parameters, McCAD judges whether that “root” void cell will need to be simplified via splitting.

Concerning void cells splitting, the algorithm in McCAD v0.5 relied on uniform splitting of a void cell using three planes through its center, each perpendicular to one of the basis axes, resulting in eight quadrants. Following this method, any void cell that triggers the algorithm to perform splitting, due to the number of solids contained within, would result in eight void cells instead. Though at first glance this approach would seem to reduce the number of subsequent splittings, it creates geometry errors in MCNP as a result of void and material cells overlapping, and it is resource-intensive with respect to
collision detection. In McCAD v0.5, after a void cell is split, collision detection of the newly created eight void cells and the solids is performed through the same algorithm used for decomposition. This resulted in the costly collision detection process being performed eight times for each splitting of a void cell. The overall process, then, is deemed error-prone.

In McCAD v1.0, a new approach has been adopted for void generation based on a density-informed selective splitting and 1D-based collision detection, which are first-of-a-kind in a CAD-to-CSG conversion algorithm. At the beginning of void generation, the void cell manager creates a root void cell with all solids within. This process utilizes OCCT functions to create the AABB object and obtain its extents along the three axes. After that, all solids are reduced to three maps, one for each axis, of solid IDs and their AABB extents.

McCAD v1.0 performs splitting of a void cell using only a single plane. For each axis, candidate split planes are selected and sorted to set the priority of splitting. The candidate split planes include the mid-plane of the void cell’s AABB as well as another plane based on the distribution of the centers of the AABB of each solid contained within the void cell. For narrow distributions, the plane is selected to be away from the mean—and vice versa for wide distributions. Candidate split planes are then sorted to prioritize those that (a) reduce the number of solids that the plane would cut through, (b) have the fewest subsequent splittings, and (c) would result in two void cells that are at least equal to the user-controlled minimum volume. This is judged using the internal collision detector.

Using 1D maps, it is easier to loop over all solids and quickly judge based on the extents of their AABBs whether they overlap with the cutting plane or not. Collision detection is then reduced to logical operations on numerical values—the extents of each solid’s AABB and the coordinates of the cutting plane—which is a far quicker process than utilizing OCCT functions on the CAD solids themselves. Another parameter in selecting the cutting plane is the number of solids on either side, which provides a measure of the prospective number of splittings later on. After repeating the same process along the three axes, a plane is selected. After splitting, the parent void cell results in two daughters, and the process is repeated recursively. The two resultant void cells collectively span the full extent of the parent, which makes these conformal void cells. This approach ensures a reduction of unnecessary splitting of void cells and that the generated void cells are adaptive, denser around large solids aggregates, and vice versa for less populated regions of space.

As an example, consider an arbitrary collection of CAD solids, shown in Figure 5a. The solids represent different combinations of planes, cylinders, cones, and tori and result in a total of 63 subsolids after decomposition, Figure 5b. The center and extent of the AABB of each subsolid along the X-, Y-, and Z-axis is plotted in Figure 6. For each horizontal line segment, the center point represents a subsolid’s AABB center, whereas the length represents its extent along the corresponding axis. Three candidate planes—along the X-, Y-, and Z-axis—were chosen by the density-informed selector, designated with the broken vertical lines. The candidate planes would cut through 3, 4, and 15 subsolids along the X-, Y-, and Z-axis, respectively. McCAD chose the one along the X-axis. If the old splitting scheme was used—three planes through the center of the void cell, as shown as the solid lines in Figure 6—then the plane through the Z-axis would cut though almost all solids, necessitating collision detection via OCCT functions on CAD solids.
Figure 5. An arbitrary collection of solids, (a) original and (b) decomposed.

Figure 6. Distribution of AABB centers and extents of an arbitrary collection of 63 solids.
4.2. Domain Decomposition: Hierarchical Void Cells

A first-of-a-kind capability of McCAD v1.0 is the generation of hierarchical void cells. Bounding volume hierarchy (BVH) has never been utilized for radiation transport in MC simulations, except for CAD-based codes such as DAGMC [5]. McCAD v1.0 void cell manager has the capability, through a user-controlled on/off input switch, to generate either conformal or hierarchical void cells. Hierarchical void cells form a binary tree with the root corresponding to the AABB of the entire CAD model. Using the advanced void cell manager described in Section 4.1, McCAD then splits the root void cell into two and progresses recursively down the tree. At each node, a void cell contains two daughter void cells, and the parent–daughter relation is captured. When splitting of void cells ceases, at which stage leaf nodes are formed, the void cells contain CAD solids from the model. This simplifies the CSG expression for most of the void cells in the model—a complement of only two rectangular prisms.

In MCNP, one of the resource-intensive processes involves the update to the state of the particle as it traverses the medium. It involves the calculation of surface crossings based on the distances to the boundary surfaces in the current cell. For a void cell, this means a calculation of the distance to all surfaces represented in the void cell definition. Thus, a complex/lengthy void cell expression would result in a slowdown of the radiation transport simulation. Hierarchical void cells provide a benefit to combat this slowdown; each void cell contains only two cells, with six planar surfaces each. This not only puts an upper bound on the number of calculations involved in determining the particle’s distance to the cell boundaries, but it also simplifies such calculations by using only planar surfaces.

To demonstrate this ability, the arbitrary collection of 63 solids referenced in Section 4.1 was utilized in a preliminary comparison of hierarchical vs. conformal void cells. By varying the number of solids per void cell in McCAD input, several MCNP input files were generated utilizing both hierarchical and conformal void cells. This parameter controls the material cells contained in all conformal and the inner-most hierarchical void cells, which determines the overall number of void cells in the MCNP input. Using the surface source defined by McCAD for stochastic volume calculation—defined on a sphere surrounding the solids with particles directed inward—the volumes of all voided material cells were calculated. The obtained results were identical because no changes to the material cells were made, but the structure of the void cells showed differences in terms of performance. MCNP6.2 was used to simulate $2 \times 10^8$ histories on a single thread on 11th Gen Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-11850H @ 2.50 GHz.

In Figure 7a,b, the computing time and the number of particle histories per hour, as reported by MCNP, are plotted against the number of solids per void cell, respectively. For the case with 70, a single void cell was generated in both cases, and the time and number of histories are similar. As the number of void cells increases, the number of solids per void cell decreases, demonstrating the performance gain. Both figures show that hierarchical void cells are superior to conformal ones in terms of lower computing times, which were up to 50% reduced, and higher processed particle histories per hour. Such a gain does not come at the expense of an increased number of void cells: the number is comparable in both cases, as demonstrated in Figure 7c.
Figure 7. Conformal vs. hierarchical void cells: (a) MCNP computer time, (b) number of histories per hour, and (c) total number of void cells in the model.

4.3. Supplementary Output

When converting CAD models to CSG, in addition to checking for lost particles, volume validation is conducted to ensure that the deviation between CSG cells and CAD solids, if any, is kept to a minimum and that adequate density modifications are applied accordingly. This validation is performed through a one-to-one comparison between the original CAD solids, the sum of its subsolids after decomposition, and the stochastic volumes calculated in MCNP. McCAD v1.0 provides the necessary output to the user for this volume validation. When executed in decomposition mode, McCAD writes a list of all input solids names and volumes, as processed by OCCT, to a text file. When executed in conversion mode, McCAD produces mapping of cell IDs and the corresponding names and volumes of solids to a text file. This serves as a mapping between the cell IDs and the original input solids and their subsolids, making it easy to perform volume validation.

For conversion to MCNP, McCAD v1.0 provides two supplementary outputs. The first is in terms of a textual material-to-void cells mapping. This is beneficial in case any modifications must be implemented in the generated MCNP input file without the user repeating the conversion process all over again, although with the new conversion algorithm this difference has greatly diminished. Also, McCAD provides, in the MCNP input, auxiliary cells as well as surface, source, and tally definitions for stochastic volumes calculation.
5. Outlook

For future work, McCAD v1.0 is expected to undergo an extensive benchmarking and validation campaign. More capabilities are to be added to support processing solids with spherical and spline surfaces. The latter could open the door for modeling of complex shapes such as those encountered in stellarator designs, which as of this writing are supported only through CAD-based radiation transport codes. An extensive testing of the core algorithm could also lead to an optimized decomposition through an improvement of the surface selector heuristics.

6. Conclusions

This paper presents recent advances in the open-source code McCAD. In version 1.0 of McCAD, a new code structure has been realized. This includes using modern C++ coding standards and enforcing modularity that, in turn, ensures reusability and maintainability of the code classes and methods. Dependencies of the code have been limited to OCCT as a geometry engine and the Boost C++ library for parallel processing. The original decomposition algorithm from version 0.5 has been improved and expanded. By utilizing OBBS, unnecessary surfaces collision detection has been eliminated. Assisting splitting surface generation has also been expanded by including more use cases and new surface types: conical and toroidal. Pipework simplification has been implemented, a feature that ensures that the pipe configuration is maintained for models with tight tolerances.

A new conversion algorithm has been developed for version 1.0. The new algorithm is more robust than its predecessor, adding important new features. The automatic void generation has been implemented through an informed split plane selector and 1D-based collision detection. Unnecessary splitting of void cells has been eliminated, and more control over the void generation is granted to the user. Moreover, a new capability has been introduced to generate hierarchical void cells. A preliminary performance study demonstrated performance gains over conventional void cells. This could open the door for more optimization of radiation transport in complex models.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

KIT Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
MC Monte Carlo
MCNP Monte Carlo N-Particle transport
CAD Computer Aided Design
DAGMC Direct Accelerated Geometry Monte Carlo
BRep Boundary Representation
CSG Constructive Solid Geometry
UM Unstructured Mesh
STL STereoLithography
LGPL-2.1 GNU Lesser General Public License v2.1
OCCT Open CASCADE Technology
OS Operating System
STEP STandard for the Exchange of Product model data
OBB Oriented Bounding Boxes
AABB Axis-Aligned Bounding Box
BVH Bounding Volume Hierarchy
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